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‘We can’t blindly
march into WTO’
FROM PAGE ONE
benefit both Bahamians and
local businesses rather than
their foreign competitors.
Suggesting that accession should be delayed
until The Bahamas accomplished the recommended
broad-based reforms to its
governance and business
processes, he added that the
government also needed to
phase-in tariff reductions to
allow existing businesses to
recover the capital tied up
in pre-WTO duty and VAT
border payments.
Revealing that he had just
written a $70,000 cheque
to cover taxes due on two
imported pieces of equipment, a sum equivalent to
75 percent of their purchase
price, Mr Myers said it was
imperative that the government create a “level playing
field” for his and other businesses by either phasing-in
tariff cuts or providing tax
credits.
Arguing that the Oxford
Economics study had “validated” his earlier position
on WTO accession, he told
Tribune Business: “I’m even
more so of the opinion that
the government has to get
its house in order before it
accedes to WTO.
“Otherwise they’re going
to put all these decadesold businesses at risk, and
significant risk. That has to
be a priority, and we have
to start thinking that as
opposed to blindly marching into the WTO.
“I caveat by saying I’m
not against WTO,” Mr
Myers added. “I think
eventually it’s the right
way to go. But we have to
do it on our terms; do it
on terms that are good for
Bahamians and Bahamian
businesses, not terms that
are good for foreigners and
foreign businesses.
“That could take a
number of years. But it
has to be on terms that are
favourable to Bahamians
and Bahamian businesses.
That’s imperative. They
have not thought out all
these significant issues, and
that’s because the technocrats are not business
people. They’re not thinking of all the impacts that
are going to occur on businesses and business people
that have kept the economy
afloat for decades.”
Mr Myers praised the
Oxford Economics report’s
findings as “balanced”, and
added: “It still leaves a lot
of questions in people’s
minds. It makes assumptions one hopes pan out in
a positive way, but a lot of
that depends on the government putting its best foot
forward finally.
“It’s got to lower the

ROBERT MYERS
cost of business so that
we’re able to compete on
a regional scale, which just
isn’t the case at the moment.
It goes back to the same
issue. It’s the same issue for
manufacturers, it’s the same
issue for retailers.
“We all operate in a world
where power costs are
three times’ that of the US.
Our base of operations is
simply too high to be competitive on a regional basis,
especially for us as we’re
Florida’s nearest neighbour.
“If you’re down in Barbados it’s a different ball game
as they have a lot more distance between themselves
and a highly competitive
regional rival in Florida.
Even in the Caribbean conditions vary.”
Mr Myers then called on
the government to phase-in
WTO-related tariff reductions so that companies
such as his own were able
to “depreciate” and run-off
the high duty payments on
imported equipment prior
to accession.
Otherwise, he warned,
foreign rivals and others
that establish after the
tariff eliminations/cuts took
place will have a significant
financial and competitive
advantage. “Of great concern to me is that you’ve got
to phase this on so we have
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a chance to depreciate these
very large duties and taxes,”
Mr Myers told Tribune
Business.
“Otherwise you’re going
to put people that have
invested their lives in
The Bahamas at a serious
risk of being completely
uncompetitive. These are
big numbers. I just wrote
a cheque yesterday for
$70,000 on two pieces of
equipment for duty and
VAT. It’s 75 percent of the
value of the machinery, and
I have to depreciate that
over the next five to eight
years.
“Either do this by phasing it in or giving businesses
tax credits back for their
duties - the difference
between the old rates and
what they pay now. When
you pay on machinery you
get nothing back and pay
in advance. We’re paying a
large tax upfront that has to
be depreciated over five to
eight years,” he added.
“We’ve got to have some
concessions back if we’re
going into an environment
where they cut the duty and
the guy starting a business
on day one post-WTO will
have a cost advantage over
those who have paid these
massive duties.
“That’s simply not fair. It’s
an inequitable playing field,
and a slap in the face to the
good business people that
have created employment
and GDP growth and everything else for many decades
before WTO.”
While countries are usually allowed to phase-in
tariff eliminations and cuts
upon joining the WTO, they
are typically only permitted
three to five years to do so.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT

CLE/gen/01906

Common Law & Equity Division

T

he Ranfurly Homes
for Children has
been a safe haven
for thousands of Bahamian
children since 1956. The
Home provides a safe,
structured environment
for children who have been
orphaned, abused, neglected
or abandoned.

MEMBERSHIP
PACKAGES
Individuals, Families
& Corporate Sponsors
Children Helping Children - $5
(Individual children from ages 6 - 18)
Individuals Helping Children - $50
(Individual adults 18 years and over)
Families Helping Children - $100

YOU can make a difference
in the lives of the children at
Ranfurly. With your support
children can have nutritious
food, warm beds and a safe
environment where they
can discover the joy of being
children. For years the
children living and learning
at Ranfurly have made great
social and academic strides.

CIRCLE of FRIENDS
Silver: $1,500 - $2,499
Gold: $2,500 - $4,999
Platinum: $5,000 plus

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Invitations to Ranfurly events
Assist with fundraising events
Involvement with special activities
Adults are eligible to join the Board
after three months
• Stay in touch with Ranfurly through
website and newsletters

Their further development
requires additional support
in the form of a Transitional
Home, planned for construction on the Ranfurly property.
This residence will cater to
teenagers and young adults
who are beyond school age,
but need accommodation
while they find work and gain
independence from the Home.

BENEFITS

• Personal fulfillment in knowing you
are impacting lives
• Ranfurly children’s appreciation and
positive response
• Continued support provides stability
and constant care

We look forward to your
continued support in this
worthwhile endeavour.

For more information visit:
www.ranfurlyhome.org
Please “Like” us on Facebook
Ranfurly Home for Children, Mackey Street
P.O. Box 1413 Nassau, Bahamas
242-393-3115
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IN THE SUPREME COURT

CLE/gen/01087

Common Law & Equity Division

BETWEEN
SUNSHINE FINANCE LTD.
AND
DEMEKO SAUNDERS
AND
MAGDALEINE SAUNDERS
AND
MONITA T. DANIELS
TO: Demeko Saunders
Nassau, The Bahamas

CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE IN
THE LIVES OF THE
CHILDREN AT RANFURLY

TO: Magdaleine Saunders
Nassau, The Bahamas

Plaintiff

BETWEEN
SUNSHINE FINANCE LTD.
AND

First Defendant

ELLARESSE E. BURROWS
AND
SIMONE L. BURROWS

Second Defendant

AND
TIFFANY BURROWS

Third Defendant
TO: Monita T. Daniels
Nassau, The Bahamas

TAKE NOTICE that:

TO: Ellaresse E. Burrows
Nassau, The Bahamas

TO: Simone L. Burrows
Nassau, The Bahamas

Plaintiff

First Defendant

Second Defendant

Third Defendant
TO: Tiffany Burrows
Nassau, The Bahamas

TAKE NOTICE that:

1.
A Writ of Summons filed herein has been issued in the Supreme Court of The Bahamas by
Sunshine Finance Ltd., by the Plaintiff herein against you, Demeko Saunders, Magdaleine Saunders
and Monita T. Daniels.

1.
A Writ of Summons filed herein has been issued in the Supreme Court of The Bahamas by
Sunshine Finance Ltd., by the Plaintiff herein against you, Ellaresse E. Burrows, Simone L. Burrows
and Tiffany Burrows.

2.
On the 14th February, 2019, an Order was made in the Supreme Court by Registrar in
Supreme Court Action No.2014/Cle/gen/01906, it was ordered that service of the said Writ of
Summons against the Defendants, Demeko Saunders, Magdaleine Saunders and Monita T. Daniels to
be effected by way of this Advertisement.

2.
On the 12th February, 2019, an Order was made in the Supreme Court by Registrar in
Supreme Court Action No.2016/Cle/gen/01087, it was ordered that service of the said Writ of
Summons against the Defendants, Ellaresse E. Burrows, Simone L. Burrows and Tiffany Burrows to
be effected by way of this Advertisement.

Dated the 19th day of March, A.D.2019

SHARON WILSON & CO.
Chambers
Delvest House
Shirley Street East at Highland Terrace
Nassau, Bahamas
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

Dated the 19th day of March, A.D.2019

SHARON WILSON & CO.
Chambers
Delvest House
Shirley Street East at Highland Terrace
Nassau, Bahamas
Attorneys for the Plaintiff
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Top resort owner targets
last Hotel Corp property
FROM PAGE ONE
and all I would say is that
Brian Hew is looking
seriously at it and he obviously comes to the table
with a wealth of experience in operating a hotel
in Andros.
“He would be wonderfully positioned to
successfully operate a
hotel property in Andros.
Not only have his properties been successful, but
he’s won endless awards

for a fantastic property
and created opportunities
for Bahamians. These are
very high-end customers
[at Kamalame Cay] that
are economically impactful on Andros.
“I’m very excited that
he’s interested and we’ll
see where it takes us. As
far as I’m aware it’s still
at the Hotel Corporation level. He’s doing his
due diligence and hasn’t
gotten into the details yet.
I’m not quite sure where
in the process he is. He’s

still, I think, contemplating what the details of
the deal look like and,
because it’s owned by the
Hotel Corporation, it has
to go to the government
for final approval.”
Kamalame Cay is a
family run, high-end boutique resort featuring
private villas and beach
houses in a 96-acre setting.
It consistently attracts
both high-end clients and
positive reviews from
the global travel media,
and provides multiple
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IN THE SUPREME COURT

CLE/gen/01654

Common Law & Equity Division
BETWEEN
SUNSHINE FINANCE LTD.
AND
OSARUMWENSE IDAH

Plaintiff

Defendant

TO: Osarumwense Idah
Nassau, The Bahamas
TAKE NOTICE that:
1.
A Writ of Summons filed herein has been issued in the Supreme Court of The Bahamas by
Sunshine Finance Ltd., by the Plaintiff herein against you, Osarumwense Idah.
2.
On the 13th February, 2019, an Order was made in the Supreme Court by Registrar in
Supreme Court Action No.2016/Cle/gen/01654, it was ordered that service of the said Writ of
Summons against the Defendant, Osarumwense Idah to be effected by way of this Advertisement.
Dated the 19th day of March, A.D.2019

SHARON WILSON & CO.
Chambers
Delvest House
Shirley Street East at Highland Terrace
Nassau, Bahamas
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

amenities and experiences
in close proximity to the
Great Barrier Reef.
“When Brian Hew puts
his mind to it, with the
learning curve he has gone
through in building a successful hotel in Andros he
has a very high chance of
developing and creating
a successful project there
[at the Lighthouse Club],
so I’m excited he’s interested in it,” Mr D’Aguilar
reiterated
to
Tribune
Business.
The Lighthouse Club’s
sale will complete the
government’s 27-year bid
to completely exit ownership involvement in the
Bahamian hotel industry,
the Grand Lucayan situation excepted, and even
here it is seeking to close
a sale to the ITM Group/
Royal Caribbean joint
venture.
“That’s been my life’s
mission since I took over
as minister of tourism and
aviation,” Mr D’Aguilar
told this newspaper. “I
fundamentally
don’t
believe the Government
of The Bahamas should be
in the business of owning
and operating hotels.
“We’ve never had any
success with that. The
quicker this can happen
the better. We don’t have

the financial resources
and wherewithal to be
the primary shareholder,
owner and operator, so
it’s better to put it into the
hands of people know how
to do that because that
way is most economically
impactful and empowers Bahamians. We’re all
about giving entrepreneurial opportunities.”
Numerous attempts to
sell the 20-room Lighthouse Club, whose Fresh
Creek-based
amenities
include a 30-slip marina,
pool and tennis court on
11 acres of beachfront
land, have been made
before with little success.
The
last
Ingraham
administration was trying
to negotiate a sale to
Illinois-based
Scheck
Industries when it left
office in May 2012, in a
bid to end financial bleeding that was costing the
Hotel Corporation some
$500,000 per year.
Under the proposed
agreement
with
the
then-government,
land
and investment incentives would have been
released to Scheck in
accordance with “timeframes and milestones for
development”.
The company had proposed a $15m investment
in the first phase, and
construction and full-time
jobs of 50-plus, but nothing further was heard
of Scheck once the last
Christie
administration
took office.
Tribune Business then
revealed in 2014 that
rival Bahamian-led bids
with strong Andros connections were battling to

acquire the Lighthouse
Club. Prescott Smith,
owner of Stafford Creek
Lodge, confirmed he was
heading one group, while
Vanlock Fowler, owner of
Nassau-based All Purpose
Steel Company, confirmed
he was part of another.
Again, though, no deal
was closed. The property remains shuttered,
with the Matthew-related
damage not repaired,
resulting in the Minnis
administration
offering
the assets on an ‘as is’
basis when it began marketing the Lighthouse
Club for sale in September 2017.
Frederick
McAlpine,
the former Hotel Corporation chairman, told
Tribune Business last
year it had managed to
save
taxpayers
some
$250,000 by terminating the Lighthouse Club’s
20-plus staff and paying
them due severance after
the Christie administration kept them on despite
the hotel being closed.
Mr Rodgers could not
be reached for comment
yesterday on the fate of
his proposal, despite Tribune Business leaving a
message on his cell phone.
Michael Scott, the Hotel
Corporation’s chairman,
said he was in a meeting
and asked this newspaper
to call him back, but he
could not be contacted
when we did so.
Mr Rodgers, in a
December 2018 interview
on his group’s plans for
the Lighthouse Club, said
they planned to create the
country’s “first 100 percent green resort” through
a $7m investment that
would expand the property and create an initial
40-50 jobs.
Pledging to restore the
resort to “its old glory”,
he added that the group
was seeking to exploit
Andros’s
“eco-friendly
environment” through the
implementation of renewable energy sources such
as solar and biomass.
Mr Rodgers said the
resort’s
marina
and
location, especially its
proximity
to
Nassau,
meant they would target
the domestic - as well as
international - tourism
market, as he expressed a
willingness to work with
the Ministry of Tourism
and other Andros resorts
to “create synergies” and
market the entire island.
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NATIONAL NEWS

Govt to spend $6 mil.
on 500 CCTVs
JASPER WARD
Guardian Staﬀ Reporter
jasper@nasguard.com

T

he government will
spend nearly $6
million on the acquisition of 507 closed-circuit
television (CCTV) cameras,
Minister of National Security Marvin Dames said.
He said Cabinet approved
the acquisition of the cameras in late April.
“As far as the CCTV is
concerned...Cabinet would

have already approved the
acquisition of I think it’s
507 cameras to add to the
recurring complement,”
Dames said.
“We’re in the process now
of just ﬁnalizing the contract with a local Bahamian
group.”
Asked for the cost of the
cameras, the minister said,
“It will cost $5,911,000.”
He said the cameras
would be introduced no
later than June.
He said, “It’s just ﬁnal-

“

As far as the CCTV is concerned...Cabinet
would have already approved the acquisition of I think it’s 507 cameras to add to
the recurring complement.
– MARVIN DAMES

izing the contract [and]
ensuring that we get the
best available deals for the

Bahamian people.
“Just examining contracts
in the past, most of them as

you would’ve heard, would
disadvantage the Bahamian
people. So, we just want to
ensure that any contract
that we sign oﬀ on puts the
Bahamian people in the
best possible position and
does not disadvantage the
people of The Bahamas.”
As a part of his 2018 policing plan, the commissioner
of police called for the
acquisition of body cameras for oﬃcers and ﬁrst
responders; the expansion
of the CCTV program; the

implementation of drone
technology in appropriate
areas; and the expansion of
the DNA laboratory, as well
as the creation of a digital
media department.
The government has
budgeted $3 million for capital investment in its CCTV
program for the 2018/2019
ﬁscal year.
In August, Dames said the
government had completed
the request for proposals
for its CCTV camera program.

Skills gap in The Bahamas a ‘serious concern’
RACHEL KNOWLES
Guardian Staﬀ Reporter
rachel@nasguard.com

M

inister of Labour
Dion Foulkes said
yesterday that the
government is “extremely
concerned” about the number of skilled Bahamians
who are able to take advantage of career opportunities
in the country.
A recent World Trade
Organization (WTO) Impact
Assessment by global
forecasting and quantitative analysis ﬁrm Oxford
Economics found that
Bahamian workers lack the
necessary skills and education for ﬁrms to adequately
perform in a global economy
which contributes to the
high unemployment in comparison with other countries
in the region.
“It is a very serious issue,”

Foulkes said in the Senate during debate on the
amendments to the Immigration Act.
“It’s something that’s
been brewing for a very long
time. It just didn’t happen
overnight.
“But we do have a serious
skills gap in The Bahamas.”
Foulkes said that while the
Oxford Economics report
was the most recent example, other international
groups have made mention
of the issue in the past.
He said a 2012 report by
the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) found that
a majority of employers in
the country cited the lack of
speciﬁc skills, soft skills and
numeracy and literacy skills,
as their main diﬃculties in
recruiting staﬀ.
The lack of skills were also
cited as primary reasons for
dismissals.

IMMIGRATION |
A ‘great need’ for
tech industry
• Continued from page A3
visas they issue from some
65,000 down to 45,000.
“Those, you might have
heard me say before, are
gobbled up in four days of
becoming online.
“And, so, therefore,
there’s a great need for that
industry…”
He added that there are
a number of companies
interested in investing in
The Bahamas, noting that
Dell is hosting a convention
in The Bahamas soon with
1,400 delegates.
Symonette said the
government sees a viable
industry in tech in Grand
Bahama.
He also addressed the
question as to why the
minimum to start business
is $250,000 as opposed to a
higher ﬁgure.
Symonette said advances
in technology have reduced

Fred Mitchell.

the overhead cost of doing
business.
He added that the ﬁgure
does not stop Bahamians
from getting into business,
however, he admitted that
there needs to be a way for
Bahamians to get easier
access to capital.
“Any of you know that
you go into the bank they
want too many documents
to get a loan, so we have to
ﬁnd a way to [increase] the
ease of getting business,”
he said.
The second issue some
raised about the amendment is that many foreigners will be allowed to come
in for certain business
reasons for 14 days without
the need for a work visa.
“The average tourist in
The Bahamas is here for
about 2.9 days, so there’s
some issue… when you ﬁll
out the immigration form

“Overall, the analysis tells
that more integration is
needed between the private
sector labor demand and the
provision of training in the
country,” he said.
“The report reinforces
that investing successfully
in labor force skills development can be a main driver of
economic and social growth,
and will demonstrate that
upgradable technical and
soft skills is key for increasing productivity and
competitiveness, adapting
to the new technologies
and creating stable work
opportunities for Bahamian
workers.”
He added, “The government of The Bahamas is extremely concerned about the
lack of skilled Bahamians
to take advantage of certain
jobs in The Bahamas.
“We have, in conjunction
with the private sector and

to come in, there’s a section
[that asks] are you visiting
for business,” Symonette
said.
“Even though you tick
yes, the immigration oﬃcer
has the right to refuse you
entry.
“All you have to do is look
at the Immigration Act, it
had draconian powers. A lot
of people don’t realize it,
but the immigration oﬃcer
at the border has the right
to refuse you entry into this
country, full stop.
“So, this new policy
which [is] enshrining in
law is an attempt to make
sure discretion is very clear
cut [and] the bill says what
you’re coming in for.
“So, if you’re a director
a CEO and so on and so
forth, you come in for a
maximum of two weeks to
attend meetings.”
He added that if the government keeps a restricted
environment on business,
the country will cease to
grow.
Last month, Bahamas Bar
Association President Kahlil
Parker criticized the government for not consulting
with the bar, claiming the
changes would undermine
the sovereignty of The Bahamas.
However, Symonette said

Dion Foulkes.

suﬃcient local staﬀ with the
necessary technical and soft
skills. Conversely, Bahamians
are challenged to obtain the
requisite skills training due
to the lack of tuition opportunities and funding.
“In certain industries this
is noted to create an uneven
dependence on foreign
talent and skills.
“This creates tension
between labor and immigration policies and functional practices necessary
for the local industries to
thrive, and this is a particular problem in our second
city of Grand Bahama. The
longstanding negative
impact of this disparity has
contributed to critically
limited growth of certain
private sector areas, and
subsequently minimal
economic development and
direct economic beneﬁts for
the Bahamian workers.”

organized labor with the
trade unions recognized
that a signiﬁcant gap exists
between the current and
future labor needs in The
Bahamas and the skills to

meet those needs by the
workforce.
“Despite past eﬀorts to
ameliorate this need, there
persists a regular struggle by
Bahamian employers to ﬁnd

a number of top Bahamian
law ﬁrms were consulted
about the bill.
“We consulted a number
of [people],” he said.
“I personally went to
a number of the top law
ﬁrms in The Bahamas and
discussed this whole issue.
“We dealt with the Association of International Bank
& Trust Companies, The
Bahamas Financial Services
Board, all of whom have
subsidiary members.
“The tourism industry
was consulted. Matter of
fact, in a lot of cases these
were people driving the
amendments and so, therefore, yes there was consultation.
“Did I speak to Kahlil
Parker as head of the bar
association? No.”
The Immigration
(Amendment) Bill, 2019
was passed in the House of
Assembly last month. The
bill seeks to provide exemptions for work permits in
the country.
Nineteen members voted
in favor of the bill; Cat Island, Rum Cay and San Salvador MP Philip Brave Davis
voted against it; Pineridge
MP Frederick McAlpine
abstained and 17 members
were absent.

Anger
management
for child
abuse couple
ARTESIA DAVIS
Guardian Senior Reporter
artesia@nasguard.com

T

he guardians of a teenager yesterday admitted causing grievous
bodily harm to her.
Lawyers for Melissa Adams, 35, and Kieron Stuart,
36, said the severe beating
of the 14-year-old on March
18 with a PVC pipe was an
isolated incident.
Attorneys Tony Scriven for
Adams and Bernard Ferguson for Stuart described the
beating as discipline that
got out of hand.
Both lawyers asked Magistrate Samuel McKinney
not to send the convicts to
prison.
According to the prosecutor, Inspector Philip Davis,
the matter was reported to

police a week later when
the victim’s friend alerted
a guidance counselor at
school.
The girl was taken to hospital and her injuries were
described as serious, Davis
said,
Social Services stepped in
and removed the child from
the home.
McKinney ordered each
convict to pay $1,500 into
court to assist with the
maintenance of the child. If
the money isn’t paid by May
17, they will be jailed for a
year.
McKinney also ordered
them to complete anger
management classes to
avoid spending six months
in prison.
They return to court on
December 2 for a status
hearing.
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TWO MEN KILLED IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD THEY HAD CALLED HOME THEIR ENTIRE LIVES
ROSALIE BAIN issued an emotional plea
to residents living in inner-city communities like hers.
Photo: Terrel W Carey Sr/Tribune Staff

Guns are destroying
us. We need to
bring back a love
for each other. We
need understanding
from page one
myself questioning is where
in the world all these guns
coming from? Guns are
destroying us and no one,
I mean no one, can tell us
where or why these guns
coming here. You have guns
ripping our people apart
and the powers, [people in
control] aren’t saying anything about the guns.
“This my second son
gone like this and I need to
know now, where are these
guns coming from? They
have to be coming from
somewhere.
“Go look at these killings… these are guns
coming from somewhere
unknown, blowing up the
lives of people. We have
to put our foot down,” she
said.
Ms Bain issued a plea to
residents living in inner-city
communities like the one
encompassing her Parker
Street home - Bain and
Grants Town - to do more
to uplift the members of
their neighbourhoods.

If the scenes of both her
sons’ murders were mapped
by
constituency,
both
would have fallen under
the boundaries of Bain and
Grants Town.
Effectively, the two men
were killed in the neighbourhood they had called
home their entire lives.
“I am hoping that the
children see what this is
doing to them and their
families. It needs to stop.
It’s too much,” the distraught mother said. “Too
much killings, too much
violence and it seems to be
stuck in the hood. I grew
up [in this same community]. It was nothing like
this.”
On the issue of violence
in the inner-city, she added:
“Now every day it’s something else. We are getting
our families destroyed and
bringing about hurt after
hurt. It needs to stop.
“It’s getting worse. Every
day somebody is getting
hurt. You might not hear of
it, but every day someone in
our neighbourhood is getting hurt. We need to bring

AK-47 FOUND ON STREET
POLICE seized an AK-47 automatic rifle from the
streets of New Providence on Tuesday.
Shortly before 3am, South Western Division officers
assisted by other officers acting on information, searched a
bushy area on Sierra Leone Drive, Flamingo Gardens and
recovered the rifle with 36 rounds of ammunition.
No arrest was made in connection to this incident.

back a love for each other.
It has to stop. This community is too small. We need
each other.
“This goes beyond the
church and the schools…
it is up to us and what
we work to make better.
We need love. We need
understanding.
“If all of us grow up
together, how can I do harm
to you? We can disagree,
but if I have real love for
you, I can’t hurt you. This
one killing that one and
that one killing this one,
why? It has to be a reason.
We need love, man. We
need understanding.”
Recalling
her
sons’
deaths, Ms Bain said she
turned to prayer for her
basic survival, telling The
Tribune her grief comes and
goes moment to moment.
In the lead up to Mother’s
Day this Sunday, she said
her eldest son had already
started preparing to make
the day special for her,

given the earlier loss of her
younger son.
“Just a couple of days ago
he was sitting down with me
making Mother’s Day plans
to go to church and do
something after that; now
all of that has been wiped
away, come to an end, come
to a full stop,” she said.
“Me and Barron have
also been close. But after
the death of [TJ] we grew
closer because he saw what
that did to me. My boys
were like my friends. They
looked out for me in a way
that made be happy to be
their mother. Them two
together, they were close
and they were the ones
that made it happen for our
family.
“They had their little
moments, but they were
close.”
She continued: “I’m
trying to cope. While I
have other kids, on a day
like that you want them all
there. It was already going

to be tough without [TJ],
but now Barron… I have
to just take it one day at a
time.
“Until I lay him to rest, I
have to go just one day at a
time.”
Neither of the two brothers left behind children.
Ms Bain said her memories of them will live on in
the good they did for her
and her remaining kids.
As of yesterday, Ms Bain
said she was still struggling
to financially recover from
the cost incurred from the

burial of her younger son.
She said her family will
now “weather a storm”
to make another funeral
possible.
“We are a set of people
that know how to come
together now and weather
this storm. It will be rough,
but we will have to find a
way to get this done,” Ms
Bain said, sitting at her
dining room table.
“God has never forsaken
me, and in this circumstance, I know he will see
me and my family through.”
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Manufacturers
not convinced
of WTO merits
FROM PAGE ONE
“bound” - and unable to
be increased - once this
nation joined.
Pointing out that Oxford
Economics’ estimate of a
4,000-strong sector workforce was just 450 less
than financial services
to highlight its importance to employment, the
BLIDC also highlighted
the
report’s
assertion
that those workers would
struggle to find jobs elsewhere if manufacturing
downsized
post-WTO
accession.
It said in a statement: “The BLIDC, as
representatives of the
manufacturing and light
industries sector in The
Bahamas, is not yet fully
committed to the necessity
of joining the WTO, but
appreciates the government’s goal of positioning
the Bahamian economy
for future growth.
“What is perhaps most
relevant to Bahamian
businesses today is the
finding that substantial
reform is required, both
legislatively and institutionally. Businesses have
long voiced concerns over
the ease of doing business,
and the lack thereof.
“These hurdles have stifled economic growth in
existing sectors and served
as deterrents for new
market entrants. Oxford
Economics has rightly
drawn the conclusion that
WTO accession alone will
not serve as the catalyst to
right our ship.”
The BLIDC added that
although the report disagreed with their members’
request for “bound” tariff
rates higher than those
currently in existence, it
welcomed Oxford Economics’ assessment that
protective tariffs can likely
be maintained on goods
presently produced.
“This
strategy
does
potentially
limit
the
future
expansion
of

manufacturing in The
Bahamas, as any protection that would normally
be provided to facilitate
local industry would no
longer be in place,” it said.
“It does, however, protect the 4,000-plus jobs in
the sector today. In fact,
the Oxford Economics
report includes data from
the Department of Statistics whose records reflect
that in excess of 8,000 individuals are employed in
manufacturing. It is worth
noting that, when referencing the conservative
figure of 4,000 workers,
this figure is a mere 450
shy of the employee count
of the financial services
sector.”
The BLIDC added: “Of
particular interest to the
Board was the finding
that it would be unlikely
that jobs lost from the
potential downsizing of
manufacturing
would
easily be absorbed elsewhere in the economy.
“It has often been
suggested that these individuals would be absorbed
by the anticipated growth
in other sectors, yet the
report concludes that this
likely would not be the
case. The BLIDC must
also applaud the government for making the goods
and services offers public,
and is currently awaiting
dialogue as it relates to the
most recent working group
meeting held last month.”
Ramesh Chaitoo, who
co-authored the Oxford
Economics
study
on
full WTO membership’s
impact on the Bahamian
economy, said increasing
tariffs during the accession negotiations to better
defend local producers
simply “won’t fly”.
He told Tribune Business,
though,
that
maintaining
existing tariff rates on the
250 import types that
compete directly with
Bahamian
manufacturers was “doable” and
could be achieved while

still meeting the 15 percent average tariff rates
demanded by the world’s
rules-based trading regime
overseer.
Mr Chaitoo said the
key to accomplishing such
an objective will be to
“disaggregate” what Bahamas-bound exports are
important to the US, as
many of the 250 tariff lines
key to this nation may not
merit such attention from
Washington DC.
The Oxford Economics
report said of The Bahamas: “While it is a services
economy, the real challenge for The Bahamas
in WTO accession negotiations is trade in goods,
particularly tariff bindings
and reductions.
“If not properly calibrated,
these
could
negatively
affect
the
manufacturing and agriculture sectors and lead
to unemployment, since
the local firms will not be
able to withstand full competition. It is likely that
Bahamian negotiators may
have to trade-off concessions on the investment
front in order to keep tariffs higher than what has
been the norm in recent
accessions.”
The Bahamas had 329
manufacturing
companies in 2015, according to
United Nations (UN) data,

and the Oxford Economics
report said: “The products
important to the manufacturing and agriculture
sector account for only
about 250 tariff lines out
of a maximum of about
5,000. So, in principle The
Bahamas should safeguard
these from liberalisation
or reduction if the maintenance of local jobs in the
Bahamian economy is an
important objective of the
government.
“But increasing some
of the tariffs to the levels
proposed by the Bahamas
Light Industries Development Council (60-100
percent) before binding
them will be difficult to
defend in WTO accession
negotiations...
“It is therefore recommended that an attempt
be made to get to the 15
percent simple average
non-agricultural
market
access (NAMA) tariff that
seems to be the basic entry
requirement for accession
nowadays while keeping
the 250 tariff lines out of
the liberalisation package,” it added.
“The bottom-line negotiating position should be
to bind them at the current applied rates. And
it would be advisable to
phase in over a three to
five-year period the tariffs on some of the other
products that are major
revenue generators for the
government.
“It will be difficult to sell
this proposal to the US,
but given local sensitivities in The Bahamas these
should
be
considered
negotiating ‘red lines’. If
not, the political economy
costs of acceding to the
WTO may be higher than
the short- to-medium term
benefits.”
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IN THE SUPREME COURT

CLE/gen/00929

Common Law & Equity Division
BETWEEN
SUNSHINE FINANCE LTD.

To advertise
in The Tribune,
contact
502-2394

AND
SHANNA STUBBS

Plaintiff

Defendant

TO: Shanna Stubbs
Nassau, The Bahamas
TAKE NOTICE that:
1.
A Writ of Summons filed herein has been issued in the Supreme Court of The Bahamas by
Sunshine Finance Ltd., by the Plaintiff herein against you, Shanna Stubbs.
2.
On the 13th February, 2019, an Order was made in the Supreme Court by Registrar in
Supreme Court Action No.2017/Cle/gen/00929, it was ordered that service of the said Writ of
Summons against the Defendant, Shanna Stubbs to be effected by way of this Advertisement.
Dated the 19th day of March, A.D.2019

SHARON WILSON & CO.
Chambers
Delvest House
Shirley Street East at Highland Terrace
Nassau, Bahamas
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

COMMONWEALTH OF THE BAHAMAS

2015

IN THE SUPREME COURT

CLE/gen/00631

Common Law & Equity Division
BETWEEN
SUNSHINE FINANCE LTD.
AND
ANDREW GREEN

Plaintiff

Defendant

TO: Andrew Green
Nassau, The Bahamas
TAKE NOTICE that:
1.
A Writ of Summons filed herein has been issued in the Supreme Court of The Bahamas by
Sunshine Finance Ltd., by the Plaintiff herein against you, Andrew Green.
2.
On the 12th February, 2019, an Order was made in the Supreme Court by Registrar in
Supreme Court Action No.2015/Cle/gen/00631, it was ordered that service of the said Writ of
Summons against the Defendant, Andrew Green to be effected by way of this Advertisement.
Dated the 19th day of March, A.D.2019

SHARON WILSON & CO.
Chambers
Delvest House
Shirley Street East at Highland Terrace
Nassau, Bahamas
Attorneys for the Plaintiff
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BREA members return full slate of oﬃcers

W

ith a booming
market and
more luxury
developments
coming on stream than ever
before, real estate leaders
warned hundreds this week
that a new era of compliance
regulations would force
every ﬁrm dealing with property to focus on not just what
it was selling, but who it was
selling to.
“This has been another
interesting year with many
obstacles and challenges,”
Bahamas Real Estate Association (BREA) President Christine Wallace-Whitﬁeld told a
packed house at the Nassau
Yacht Club on May 1, as the
800-plus member organization held its annual general
meeting. Record numbers
turned out for what is considered the serious business
highlight of the year for the
real estate community but
this year most subjects paled
in comparison to the new
issue of compliance.
BREA put its intended
goal to update 20-year-old
legislation on hold in 2018 so
it could turn its attention to
incoming regulations that
mean before turning over a
key and collecting a commission, every sales associate
will have to be certain that
his or her ﬁrm’s broker has
every detail of information
available on the buyer, bringing the real estate industry
and developers in line with
what is expected of banks
and law ﬁrms.
In meetings with gov-

TRADE |
Jibrilu: Trade
mission start
of ‘endless
future
opportunities’

The 2019-2020 board of
directors of the Bahamas
Real Estate Association. Sitting, from left, are Jolika
Buckner; Christine Wallace-Whitﬁeld, president;
and Heather Peterson,
vice president. Standing,
from left, are Kim Kikivarakis-Dillet, new director;
Kirk Ingraham, new
director; Lana Rademaker,
director; Hartman Longley, director; Helen Aaron-Dupuch, director; Cara
Christie, secretary; Mike
Lightbourne, director; and
Sally Hutcheson, director.
Missing from photo are
Sara Callender, treasurer;
Elbert Thompson, director; and James Bernard,
director.

ernment oﬃcials, BREA has
contended that all ﬁnances
go through law ﬁrms which
already have – or should have
– all ﬁnancial information on
their clients and asking the
client to re-submit extensive
background information to
yet another source creates an
undue and onerous burden
on both parties. According
to broker David Morley, president of Morley Real Estate
and chairman of the BREA
Compliance Committee,
“Regardless of whether you
touch the money, the new
regulations make all licensed
brokers gatekeepers.”
Morley told developers and
brokers they had more than

ﬁve years to prepare.
“The legislation stems
from guidelines set by the
FATF (Financial Action Task
Force) in 2012,” he said. “The
Bahamas waited until 2018.
What is being asked of us is
not unique to us in this country and it is not as onerous as
it is in other countries.”
In some jurisdictions,
brokers are required to ﬁle
know-your-customer (KYC)
background information before leasing. In The Bahamas,
it only applies to sales. Brokers who fail to comply can
be ﬁned $5,000 a day. Brokers
are also required to hold that
information on record for
ﬁve years and then destroy. If

records are held longer than
ﬁve years, the ﬁnes can reach
$20,000.
“The ﬁnes in this legislation are no laughing
matter,” said Morley, who was
thanked profusely for studying the 100-plus page act,
reviewing with legal authorities and reporting.
High on the list of
non-compliance related
matters, BREA stepped up
education and ethics, oﬀered
an advanced course in luxury
property sales marketing by
the American-based National
Association of Realtors (NAR)
leading to NAR certiﬁcation.
The course that was three
years in the planning under

• Continued from page B1
Maria Guadalupe Espina,
Mexico’s business development manager for Sandals
Resorts; Adriana Laguna,
Mexico sales manager for
RIU; Nashelly Tapia, director
of sales and marketing for
Meliá Nassau Beach resort;
Lucila Vargas, sales executive for Viva Wyndham Fortuna; Fred Lounsberry, chief

executive oﬃcer, Nassau
Paradise Island Promotion
Board; Mary DiPasquale,
director of tour and travel
marketing for the Nassau
Paradise Island Promotion
Board; William “AJ” Saunders III, director of Majestic
Tours; Perez Rodgers, Majestic Tours; Michael Symonette, chief executive oﬃcer of
Bahamas Experience; Nasly

Osorio, manager of partner relations for Bahamas
Experience; and Carmel
Churchill, Grand Bahama
Island Tourism Board.
MOTA Director General
Joy Jibrilu said the mission
is the beginning of a strong
relationship between The
Bahamas and Mexico, and
the start of “endless future
opportunities”.

The Business Guide
Easy reference to getting business and services

sales associate Laura Kimble
drew a record 35 persons.
BREA plans an appraisal
course later this year and intends to strengthen its basic
entry level curriculum. It also
wants to recharge interest in
family island branches.
Its other goal is ending
the practice of foreign sales
agents and brokers coming
in to The Bahamas to sell
property without going
through a Bahamian real
estate ﬁrm, a practice that is
against the law but is challenging to enforce without
evidence of the transaction
having taken place and the
foreign agent being paid. According to Wallace-Whitﬁeld,

BREA is working closely with
oﬃcials to build awareness
and ramp up enforcement.
Sales associates, brokers
and developers who attended the meeting returned
the full slate of oﬃcers
and elected new directors.
Oﬃcers include Christine
Wallace-Whitﬁeld, president;
Heather Peterson, vice president; Cara Christie, secretary;
and Sara Callender, treasurer.
Directors include Lana Rademaker, Mike Lightbourne,
Sally Hutcheson, Hartman
Longley, Helen Dupuch,
Elbert Thompson, Jolika
Buckner, James Bernard, Kirk
Ingraham and Kim Kikivarakis-Dillet.

